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Address Hangzhou Daming Glass Co., Ltd. 
No 7, Construction Road 4, Xiaoshan 
Xiaoshan Economic and Developing Zone 
311215 Hangzhou City, Zhejiang Province

Country China (People´s Republic)

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
Prefossional Manufacturer of flat glass and mirror and processed glass sheets. Glass are in tempered glass, float glass etc, Mirror are in Silver and
Aluminium mirror etc, any edge works and surface works avialable.

Equipments and materials:  

1. 3 sets tempering furnace line from TAMGLASS Finland, thickness 3 - 19mm were available, 2440 X 3800mm max, our tempered glass all can
meet to “BS6206” and “3C” standard of China, It is widely used in various kinds of furniture and home appliance fields.

2. Another production line from North Glass of China, mainly produce all kinds of bend tempered glass, which quality is on the top of domestic
quality standard.

3. cutting equipments, 6 CNC incising machines from INTERMAC Italy, 3 CNC engraving machines from INTERMAC also, All kinds of complex
shape can be customized, according to your request, the precise cutting size can be reach to 0.1mm.

4. 1 CNC Rollercoated machine from GIARDINA Italy, that widely use for glass coating.
5. processing equipments 1 set automatic 4 arrised edges machine from Ekang Korea 2 sets automatic double edges machines from Korea 6 sets

Domestic double edges grinding machines 10 sets straight line edge grinding machines 17 sets Bevel edges grinding machines 15 sets cleaning
machines

6. we support Fenzi paint for all silver mirror making to keep top quality for customers purpose.
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